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VOLUME19, NUMBER2

Editorial

Welcome to summer - I think . This must be the worst year I recall for summer weather
-- since we aren't even in the wet August phase yet (recall Sidmouth 1997!?); several
tours have been drizzly if not sodden . Still, I've been to some good events - the hottest
and happiest so far was Kirtlington Lamb Ale, where we all sweltered and enjoyed some
brilliant dance displays.
Obviously you are all very busy dancing, in spite of the downpours, as I have had to
wheedle, cajole and otherwise beg for contributions this time. It's feast or famine; last
issue I didn't have to chase anyone up! This issue underlines the international aspects of
morris - friendships forged and influences spread around . I hope you enjoy the contents
of this issue and that the weather improves for the remainder of the dancing season .
Two newsy items - did you all see that Carlisle Sword, Morris & Clog were banned from
performing at an event because of their kit and repertoire - memo to avoid Oh
Susannah!
Also, since I managed to get to see "Chicken Run" this week ... to the longer-established
readers of Morris Matters - what is the connection between Chicken Run and Morris
Matters? ( clue - look back to about volume 4 !)
Beth
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HONGKONGMORRIS DANCE IN PRAGUE
Hong Kong Morris..
known as Brackets {overseas members} .... are now a very
healthy and active dance team based in the UK and this year's overseas Easter tour took
us to Prague where one of our past foremen and squire, Steve and Myra Ford now live
and work. Flights arrived from as far as Lebanon, Philadelphia, UK and Holland bringing
the dancers and musicians together . One rehearsal and we were ready to perform (we
only get together three times a year).
The weekend turned out to be the hottest Easter on record and with all the forecasts
pointing to 16 degrees, all thirty of us packed all the wrong clothes for the entire
weekend!
However with a round of beers (original Budweiser) at £2 a round we cooled off
frequently at very little expense . Accommodation was top class of course, a Bed and
Breakfast establishment on the outskirts of the city where the Ancient Morris Men had
stayed a couple of years before. At a cost of £3 a head per night with full continental
breakfast, it was cheaper than camping at Sidmouth !
The high spot was being granted permission to dance in the centre of the city in Old
Town Square with full amplification, a guaranteed crowd of tourists as an audience, a
translator and barricades to keep the crowds from rushing us for autographs. There was
also dancing in the castle gardens, two spots at an out-of-town shopping mall (airconditioned and good surface), a night at the brewery for drinking and eating and
running a ceilidh in a great bar and beer garden with wooden floored hall and young
enthusiastic students.
We still managed a bit of sightseeing, shopping, sampling the local food and an
occasional pint.
We owe the smooth running of the event to the huge amount of organisation by Steve
and Myra, who can amuse you with many a story of confused government officials,
phone-calls where the essence of the Morris was lost in the translation, and dubious
networking with the authority figures.

We loved Prague and the Czech Republic, we hope they loved us .
3v1ne "Rowlands
Jv1ne 2000
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EIGHT DAIE5 WONDER- YEAR 2000
This is a brief account of the Year 2000 morris :Eight Days Wonder
recorded during the ~ent and scribed for the delight. bewilderment zmd
amazement of those who wish to join us in our da~ed and blistered
n::covery and memories. :J hope to publish the diary in its entiNty very
soon. with illustrations.
firstly. :J should like to state that the 6 merry morris dance~ who
undertook this great chzdlenge zmd honour of pn::serving Will Kemp's
memory D:JDdance the entire 132 miles from London to Rorwich. The 2
musicians DlD play zmd wzllk the entire route.
Disbeli~e all those gossips that say otherwise. The group did not stroll
gaily along chatting or hitching lifts from the support vehicles to n::st
aching limbs but eamed the right to be n::membered in morris history as
having truly completed the distance with a merry heart and much
suffering.

J join them in their hearty thanks for the splendid support and
encouragement of the marshals. drive~. cater~ and superb morris sides
from throughout the country. who saw fair play and joined in the fun.
"Mark, from Golden Star Morris, nominates himself official pub critic and, yes, he did
visit every available pub en route and Bethan, Golden Star Morris, elects herself official
ladies' loo guide .
On the first day, we met the elusive Y ateley Highway Horse , who kept popping up in the
most unexpected places throughout the journey . We mingle with Muslims marching and
lamenting, and pay our respects to a wedding party.
The Golden Lion: "The beer is OK. Drinking Old Peculiar and I asked the maid
for an Old Peculiar and she asked me for my phone number ".
Tea time at Gidea Park and a definite whiff of curry in the air from the Indian
Takeaways.
Day two and dance into the country and away from the London Marathon. Peter Salt
and Colin Sleath, from Kemp's Men, are doing a fine job controlling the traffic as
Sunday drivers head towards the garden centres and we negotiate shopping trolleys at
the 24 hour supermarkets.
Into Oakland Park for an ice cream and we polka around the tulip beds .
At Chelmsford, we dance with a fair maid. John Tarling, Rumford Morris, reads from
Will Kemp ' s diary and we have our first accident. A passer-by was so absorbed in
watching us that he fell over a tub of flowers. When we danced out of Chelmsford, he
was seen filling in an accident form and having a cup of coffee inside the shop .
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At The Angel, Bromesfield, the sign says ''No working clothes or boots", so we take off
our boots and steam.
Quote "Next time we do this on the Internet"
Day three, we arrive in Braintree . Howard, Golden Star Morris, spots the lid from a litter
bin and plonks it on his head . His eyes stare out of the slits and his hands waggle out of
the bottom He looks like a mobile salt pot.
At the Swan Inn, Hedingham, we meet Sally Stevens and her family, who are direct
descendantsof Will Kemp. Shelatertellsme her familyhistory.
On the fourth day, Dave Steward is up bright and early, doctoring his feet. They were so
painful last night and raw, they looked like they should be hanging in a butcher 's
window.
We are met in Long Melford by buxom wenches, dressed in Tudor garb, who run out to
greet us. They dance arm-in-arm with John Tarling, Rumford Morris, and sway their hips
saucily.
A visit to Nether gate brewery and as much liquid refreshment as we can partake of,
before being dragged away for an impromptu visit to dance at Colts Hall, and drink the
host's beer. Will Kemp stayed here on his journey 400 years ago.
On days five and six, Steve Conneely, from Kemp's Men, shows us an interesting side of
his character. He appears to be a very good skiffie tea-chest bass player at The Plumbers
Arms . He looks very fetching as we dance into ''N orfolk and Good", dressed in a Molly
floral frock and headscarf (He said he had decided to leave the balloons and pigtails
behind as they were too hot).
In Castle Hedingham, Mark falls out of bed twice (from the top bunk) and Bethan visits
the most impressive loos of the journey.

"Those Joos - I would move into them."
On a wet and miserable day, we gather around green wheelie bins, with pots of tea and
home made cake, supplied by the villagers of Croxton. Dave sings the ''Hot Tea " song
and we all join in with the rousing chorus. It is raining so hard, that Roddy's squeeze box
is shrouded in a black, plastic bag to stop it disintegrating and Howard's drum has gone
soggy and out of tune. He decides it would be of more use to wear it on his head instead .

"Will Kemp - I hate the man. "
Paul Campbell, Rumford Morris, shows us his 'Little Willy' . (If you ever meet Paul on
your morris travels, do ask him to get his Little Willy out and you will have a treat in
store).
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Corning into Wymondham, the dancers turn into Mr Blobby .
The Norfolk Whi:filers, in their flamboyant costume, greet us and escort us into Norwich.
Here, the atmosphere is wonderful. The noise, music, colour and excitement surrounds
us. Have you any idea how high the churchyard wall is that Kemp jumped? N ot for the
faint hearted morris person ."

Would we do it again? eJ coUJ'Senot. Rext year . we are dancing over the
rups.
3lAlie McKenzie
3 lAne 2000

(Sc r-ibe - ~ol den Sta r-Mor-r-is )

Answer to my question in the editorial:
Peter Lord ( now co-director of "Chicken Run" ) created the cartoon strip, ''D utch Elm
Morris", when a member of Bristol Morris Men all those years ago!
Beth
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ROY DOMMETT'SLAST MORRISWORKSHOP
WANT ASE 3RD- 5n1MARCH 2000
We had been told by regular visitors to Roy Dommett' s annual morris dance
weekend workshops in Wantage that whatever happened it would be a memorable
weekend. We had heard that the setting was lovely - in a wonderfully comfortable youth
hostel high on the Ridgeway overlooking Wantage - that the food was plentiful,
wholesome and delicious - and that we would go home well-fed, well-exercised, wellinformed, entertained and exhausted, as Roy in full flow is inexhaustible.
The weekend began on the Friday evening with a welcoming supper . After this
the tables were pushed back and the workshops began right away with 6 sets up, elbowto-elbow , in the dining room for some Adderbury dances. Roy told us he wanted us to
forget anything we did in any particular way at present and just absorb the things he was
going to show us about how he had seen or heard of dances being performed and to have
a go. The cramped conditions led to some mirthful jostling , interesting heys, knocked
knees and new friendships!
Roy had brought along some song sheets so that we could sing several different
verses to accompany the different figures of the dances. Singing, capering and sticking
all at once takes some practice. Our inventive skills were put into practice when we all
tried inventing a new sticking chorus for one dance . Our own routine involved some
under-leg passing of sticks which led to some fascinating knot figures which we didn't
totally unravel. Following the dancing there was a general chat about Morris dancing
and its place in a changing world.
The following day was a glorious spring day, and the barn where the workshop
was held was bedecked with beautiful suspended chandelier-arrangements of daffodils
and spring flowers . Roy soon had a group of people drawing a maze pattern on the floor
in chalk, and the warm-up routine consisted in our forming a long conga-type line and
stepping through the maze, weaving a fascinating and flowing shape on the floor .
Following this we did some Stanton Harcourt dances such as Nutting Girl, Princess
Royal, Brighton Camp. We had wonderful music from Jerry West and Dennis Taylor and
sometimes Roy played his accordion himself
After coffee and biscuits (which we had outside in the courtyard in the company
of various wonderfully multicoloured hens and one proud cockerel) , we had some pearls
of wisdom about gravity ( something always worth reminding Morris Dancers about - as
we're always trying to defy it). Then we learned some Longborough (Maid of the Mill),
which was more energetic . After a lunch of wonderful home-made soup and bread, pate,
cheese and fruit , we tried to learn some _Bidford

dances which was an interesting

challenge, as it involved making the feet 'pedal' backwards and the hands move up and
down . We all thoroughly enjoyed having a go and watching each others ' attempts .
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At tea-time Denise Allen proposed a vote of thanks to Roy for all his hard work
and for the generous way in which he imparts his knowledge . She presented him with a
magnificent cake made by Sue Graham. It had a wonderful likeness of Roy with his
accordion in icing surrounded with yellow flowers on the top (Ed: sorry I couldn't rise to
coloured reproduction!). There is no doubt that you have well and truly made it when
you are preserved in icing. Fortified by cake and tea we had a go at Ascott-underWychwood. This required even more stamina than the last lot and the thought of an
evening of slides and a lecture or chat about other dances, traditions and festivals was
very appealing.

"preserved in icing"
This "chat", which followed an extremely sustaining meal, took the form of a
whirlwind tour of what Roy knew about the geographical locations of the Cotswold
morris - how much was hard fact and how much speculation. He also covered costume,
laws, calendar events . . . .. difficult to take it all in and we marvel that Roy is able to
convey so much of this to us I Those of us who stayed the course spent some time trying
to get the barn temperature to a comfortable warm level - others decamped to the hostel.
There the usual chat about - what else - the history and philosophy of morris dancing
carried on till the early hours, while a splinter group held a less serious discussion in one
of the dormitories.
The following day began with chat about the importance of music in the Morris how bad music can ruin a side' s performance - played too slowly it can make a dance
seem funereal and played too fast will make it impossible to do any intricate steps or
movements. Music and dancing should work together to produce a show that is
8
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interesting to the observer. Slight variations in tempo have resulted in different styles of
the same dance. Roy had further anecdotes from his travels in collecting data and
information . These observations were brought to life as we danced some Ducklington
dances.
Roy talked also about the timing of dances and how some dances were stretched
out so that they would hide the fact that a side had a limited repertoire , and also enabled
the money collectors to move through the audience. An example of this was a Welsh
Dance which took us almost up to lunch time to perform. People enjoyed the chance to
relax and watch a video oflast year's show, "Flashback" at Sidmouth.

Roy and A1arguerite Dommett with A drian Williams and Brian Mander

After lunch there was a final burst of Oddington dances. By this time only a hard
core of enthusiasts were still participating. Roy continued to put everyone to shame with
his endless energy and vast knowledge .
There were many highlights over the weekend - the fascination and fun in
learning new dances and trying out so many in such a short space of time - allowing you
to reflect and compare and experiment; the new friendships; and conviviality; the
reassuring knowledge that there is a lot happening still in the Morris and folk dance
world and that, if some things die, others pop up in their place or they re-emerge in the
future.
A personal lasting memory was of Roy standing by his car on the top of the
Ridgeway on a crisp and sunny spring morning playing his accordion to his heart's
content - summoning us all to dance, enjoy and learn . We'll all remember and be
thankful for Roy Dommett's workshops. We were privileged to be there. If it was
Roy's last workshop, then we're glad we went. If it really was his last one, then lucky
you who went to all the other ones!
Mo.v-y <Ssslemor. t o.r.d }\r.r.e

Wilson

Mo.v-ch 2000 .
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WANTAGE WEEKENDS: A 6RUNT'S

VIEW

"Grunt (noun): a gofer; one who hews and carries for others; a maker of tea and carter
of ale. "
[OED, 2020 edition]

I organised my first Dommett weekend at Wantage in 1988 and the last one in March
2000. I started because I was Bookings Officer for Open Morris. I continued because it
became a habit and, in a strange sort of way, I became fond of making tea and coffee for
50 or 60 people.
Evaluation time: what made them work?
•

Roy: unrivalled expertise, experience, archive, depth of thought, enthusiasm, ability
to inspire and impish delight in new and unlikely things have always been the bedrock
ofthem.

•

The combination oflocal factors is unmatched : a friendly, accommodating and stylish
youth hostel, happy for 60 dancers to block-book and drink, talk and dance until the
early hours; a stimulating and uplifting barn to dance in and to chase inquisitive
chickens out of the set in; a wonderful, simple but satisfying caterer; a friendly
publican, willing to provide, at a very good rate, local beers and cider, and to accept
returns.

•

The enthusiasm and friendly companionship of a core of dancers, able and prepared
to pay for the facilities, and to talk way into the night about Morris.

Which of these might be carried into possible future weekends, without Roy's leading
role? All but the first ... so might there be a substitute?
I think there might We can't rival Roy but we can start to take up our own
responsibilities. What do we know and how can those who have been dancing and
thinking Morris for some years feed into its future, as Roy has? We ought to teach the
things we own now, talk of them, record them, share them with others, inspire our fellow
dancers.
If we add our own sharing to the venue and the community, which Roy has graced, we
will be building on what he has given us. One of us can't replace him: even twenty of us
can't, but we can, maybe, offer something similarly influential on the future direction of
Morris.

I ain't gonna grunt no more but would love to think I can go and drink someone else's
coffee and beer at Wantage again and that will inspire me and others in the future, as it
has in the past
Tony

'Fol"'s tel"'
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HERE <COMES
V£LO<CIRAPP£R
Neighbours and residents in the conservative town of Harpenden may be forgiven for the
shocked look on their faces as they drove home late on the night of the 24 th May.
Through the drizzle, the car headlights picked up the outline of a small group of dancers
and spectators in the middle of the road in this residential street. To the enlightened or
the marginally interested, the speed, youth and enthusiasm belonged to Velocirapper, a
New England based rapper sword team visiting the UK, and breaking the journey en
route to the Whitby festival over the bank holiday weekend.
The concertina player, traditionally positioned under the umbrella to shelter from the
traditional English rain, was Tom Kruskal, father of one of the male members of the
group. The connection was a twenty-year friendship with June and John Rowlands who,
in their time in the USA, played and danced with Greenwich and Ring O 'Bells Morris (in
New York) respectively and started the Three Village Morris on Long Island.
When the news came that Velocirapper was coming to town and needed one night's
accommodation on arrival, the Rowlands pitched up and offered some beds and floor
space. The two teenage daughters gained much "street cred" at hosting six males
between the ages of 15 and 18. The one female dancer, Emily, was equally as special
and welcome. After an evening at our local pub where a mean Thai menu was sampled,
the jetlag kicked in and at one point a bemused youngster asked for a root beer. I think
the bar staff would have been gob smacked but something was lost in the translation with
the Thai waitress and the request glossed over.
So returning late, even more jetlagged but wired, the rapper team decided to practise
some of their moves . The Rowlands' living room proved limiting with the added threat
of low ceiling lighting, so undeterred, they moved into the street where a private
demonstration was given to the Rowlands family, lone spectators. The one thought that
passed through my head while watching the brilliant performance was, if they can do this
in trainers on wet tarmac what must they be like in full kit, correct shoes and the proper
surface? They will blow the crowd away at the festival.
On a further note of nostalgia, I remembered endless chants of, "be careful Peter", as an
eighteen-month toddler, bounced on the bed, flipped over, banged his head on the floor,
jumped up laughing and carried on the antics, back in the summer of the early 80's.
How could I ever have thought his life would reflect anything different? He takes the
role of flipping over, bouncing and jumping. Even now, Peter performs "on the edge"
and laughs his way through the performance supported by the great camaraderie of the
team.
It was a treat to host them, play music with Tom and be caught up in their commitment
and enthusiasm.
31.,,\ne'Rowlonds
31.,,\ne2000
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MORRISDANCCIN6
AT SIDMOUTHINTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
AUGUST 4-11TH2000
The first week in August has played a big part in the morris dance calendar since the
1950's and continues to do so. Two years ago, we staged a show that celebrated Mary
Neal and her vital role in the spread of morris dancing in England and America. Last
year, we marked the centenary of Cecil Sharp discovering the morris with the Arena
spectacular 'Flashback'.
In this millennium year, we are celebrating the 300 th anniversary of Abingdon's famous
horns. Abingdon Traditional Morris Dancers, together with the Mayor of Ock Street,
will be performing on the Arena and in the Market Place on both Saturday and Sunday of
the festival.
On the Arena, you will also be able to see High Spen Blue Diamonds, Berkshire Bedlam
Morris and, making their first appearances at Sidmouth, Ripon City Morris Dancers and
Betty Lupton's Ladle Laikers. Adding to this already excellent line-up will be the Flag
and Bone Gang, Ripley Morris Men, Dog Rose, Mortimer's Morris, the Sheffield Giants
and Mr Fox. There will also be special appearances from Marshfield Mummers and
Minehead Town Hobby Horse.
Then there's a great choice of workshops for Molly, Rapper, Cotswold, North West and
Flag and Bone Gang's style of dances, as well as workshops for fools and horses,
musicians and lectures by Doc Rowe.
Don't miss the events that are always popular, like the John Gasson Solo Jig competition
on Sunday afternoon, the Sword Tour on Saturday evening, the processions on Sunday
and Friday, and the not-to-be-missed dancing on the Esplanade on Sunday morning.
Look out for this year's special events, like the Berkshire Bedlam Bunfight in the Anchor
Gardens on Sunday evening. And the biggest one of all - Whistlestop 2000, when a
multitude of morris dancers will take over the Arena for a lunchtime show on Monday.
In short, this will be another excellent year for morris dancing (and of course lots of
other exciting things) during the International Festival at Sidmouth - hope to see you
there!
Sv1eSwifr
3v1ne2000
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JOHN FORRE-5TSLONGAWAITED BOOK
THE HISTORY OF MORRIS D.MJCINS 1458 - 1 750

The Morris has no discernab/e pagan origins
The Book
This book is essential reading for anyone who wants to say, or think , anything factual
about the 250 years of morris ahead of that 250 year period covered by Keith Chandler
and the modern revival. That's the 400 years before a mention of ritual and fertility! The
book has been a long time a-corning, I saw an early, and for me a very influential, draft in
Charlottesville at Jim Morrison's in 1978 . It was then based on material collected whilst
John was still living in England. Such a specialist topic had difficulty finding a publisher
and many dancers contributed to its publishing fund. In the meantime there has been the
Early Morris Annals written with Mike Heaney, with all its tabulations ripe for further
analyses, and also the book on the Matachin stick dances. Incidentally, thoughtprovoking films of its' Spanish-American Indian derivatives can be seen in the
Smithsonian Museum in Washington (1) .

A precis cannot do the book justice. When, where , what and how they looked - all
different from the more familiar later period. The source material used is that which
specifically referred to morris. It is an appreciation of it all, but full transcriptions are
lacking, as they would have made the book far too bulky. The book is not a history, just
the evidence that survives . The study could not address every aspect of the morris, the
approach adopted cannot find everything that is relevant, and there is much yet to be
done to put it into context. A broader net is needed. But it is comprehensive enough; the
wider implications will not be changed by any material still to be found . The morris in
England went from being sponsored at the highest level as fashionable and expensive, to
being supported by private patronage, continually adjusting to the changing social
circumstances, as one would expect of something opportunist and not embedded in a
ritual year. Costs were very important when life was much more marginal (2) . The story
unfolded is probably close to the truth . Forrest has made good use of graphical
representations, using modern statisticians' techniques to expose relationships.
I hope that those long-conditioned to another version of the past will give this one a
chance, unlike those people who could not accept the four equally professional and
relevant undermining studies (eg .3) by Prof Ron Hutton of Bristol University . Modern
research often shows that the true origins of things can be quite different from the
popular imagining; the Uffington White Horse appearing pre -historic yet the Cerne
Abbas Giant probably being from Cromwell's time (4) . Too many of the views in the past
have depended on no positive evidence being seen as no proof of absence . Like Keith
Chandler, I rather thought that the apparent truth would win out. More attention has to
be given to what was said at the time, and not to the imposition of a modern model of
what was desired.
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The UK Beginnings and Overseas Influences
The earliest references are to artifacts, not to performances in England. They could be
imports or copies of objects from Flanders, Holland or Germany where the morris (and
cricket?) was already extant. Surprisingly I found in 1993 that copies of the early
German grotesque morris figures were still on sale in small towns around Munich such as
Otterbrun. There is a chronic need for publishing, in English, comparable studies of
European traditions (5,6).
Missing are the linkages with European cultures (7). British history from the mid-17th
century obscures that it was a backwater before, and dominated by the Low Countries
and Burgundy court and mercantile cultures. Many technologies, new crops and
agricultural techniques, financial and marketing methods were gained from the thenworld leaders, and a wool trading network was set up. Cultural celebrations were
imported by the English merchants (8).
The perceived importance and commonality of the morris at the time must be found by
relating to the frequency of mentions of what we would consider similar activities. The
volumes of Early English Drama Records, produced by the University of Toronto,
include many dance instances which deserve a statistical analyisis. A set exists in the
Vaughan Williams Library. But the morris does not appear in many detailed accounts of
Queen Elizabeth's travels (eg.9) . However the chief value of the morris material is the
cross check that it gives on other historians' viewpoints. But that also depends on
escaping from the fog of "explanations" of past community celebrations (10) whose real
role was in maintaining a sense of local belonging (11) . Typical has been the
interpretation of pamphleteers' over-the-top rantings as reflecting actuality. Maypoles
were a symbol of licence, attracting crowds when there was no mechanism for any
community control, and not to do with the Victorian indirect fascination with sexual
images. Maypoles and football matches were commonly banned to avoid crowds
assembling when there was a risk of sedition or riots spreading.

The Religious Dimension
That the world was being turned upside down had an important bearing on the early
history of the morris. In 1350 1% of the population lived in monasteries. There were
Societies, Fraternities and other peer groups, with Chantries and other religious
celebrations including processions, especially at Corpus Christi and the many local holy
days. England was probably the most Catholic Christian state in Europe. Then the
plagues, the Renaissance, Henry VIII, Protestantism , books, etc, changed peoples'
personal attitudes to the relationship of the individual to the community and conspicuous
display with self promotion became the thing (12). Henry VIII created new but poor
dioceses and appointed pro-protestant bishops to solve his problems, the impact of which
occured in the reign of Edward VI (13) . Lists of bishops exist (14) their views and
allegiences can be recovered and hence the likelihood established of them corning down
on the "popish" morris.
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Playford
Unfortunately Forrest accepts the long-held view of a folk origin for Playford's dance
material. Keith Whitlock in Folk Music Journal 1999 (15) shows that it mostly derives
from the masques through Playford's professional contacts. What little notation exists
outside is for much simpler dances . His first volume was published during period of
unrest of the Civil Wars. What is never mentioned in the literature is that, it is estimated ,
1 in 4 to 1 in 3 able bodied men bore arms, 85,000 died in battles and 125,000 more from
non-combat causes out of a population of about 5 million, a percentage as bad as modern
world wars with all their tremendous impact on our culture and society . A good analysis
of contemporary local attitudes is found in Stoyle's book , albeit mostly for Devon (16).
One lesson is that we cannot read back from the relatively well known mid- to late- 19th
century, because then the morris was in terminal decline in competition with all the
alternatives ( 17) .
Roy DoW\W\e t+

3 ....
ly 2000
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SPRING SWORDS
What a treat - two big sword events in less than three months . An excellent indication
of how healthy the rapper and longsword ' scene' is. If you aren't involved in either,
maybe you should be. It ' s a terrible old cliche - but you don 't know what you're
missing.

DERT2000
The first sword "do" was DERT 2000 in early March. This is the Dancing England
Rapper Tournament, an event for all rapper teams that are even the slightest bit
competitive . It started life in Derby, at the Dancing England festivals. It now has a life
of its' own, being held on roughly an annual basis, hosted by teams around the country .
This year, Thrale ' s Rapper were the hosts , and they somehow managed to organise (if
that's the right word) an impossible number of dancers , musicians, Tommies and Betties,
judges, watchers and drinkers, in Greenwich. They even included a trip to the Dome.
This was the first time for many years that I attended as a watcher (and, of course,
drinker), after years of judging and one of competing. Most of the team I dance with,
Insword (I'm the Betty - if you haven't seen us performing, think 'Lily Savage '), had
decamped to Wantage for Roy Dommett' s weekend, which maddeningly clashed with
DERT. I'm not sure now how I chose which to go to. I know I missed a great weekend
with Roy, but I also know I had a bloody good time at DERT.
As did many other people - especially the winners! There was an excellent tum-out,
with 21 teams either competing or exhibiting. There were four categories : the two
levels (open and premier) were each spilt into two groups, determined by whether a team
was performing its own dance or a traditional one . It was a tough competition for the
six judges, both because of the level of concentration needed (it really is hard work) and
because in some categories, it was tough to decide between the competitors.
The marks of some of the teams were very close, and this was made more likely by the
removal of the highest and lowest scores for each team, so that only the marks from four
judges were used. I understand why this was done - to remove the marks of any judge
who might be prejudiced for or against a team. But unfortunately it tends to squash the
scores together, making it more likely that they will be close. I think it's a habit that
should die out - better to concentrate on picking judges who have a range of views and
enough of them that their views will balance out.
And the marks were very close - especially in the top category, for premier teams
performing traditional dances . There were three entries, and when the scores were
added up, the top two had tied, with the other team only 1 point behind. The judges had
to decide who came first and awarded it to Sallyport, rather than their arch rivals,

Newcastle Kingsmen.
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In the other categories, Black Adder won the premier own dance, Thrales the open
traditional dance and Ryknild Rapper the open own dance. That meant that the teams
who won were two male, one female and one mixed. This was the strongest showing yet
for female and mixed teams. In the last decade, these teams have gone from being new
and unusual to being normal and good enough to win. The best musician prize was also
won by Black Adder.
There was a real shock in the other prize. Most ofus DERT fans have lost count of how
long either the Tommy (Chris Pitt) or the Betty (Brian Kelly) from the Kingsmen have
won a prize. But this year they failed, probably because they were a bit too good. They
thoroughly distracted us from the Kingsmen' s performance and the best character prize
went to Addison Rapper. We will have to wait to see the effects of this on Brian and
Chris next year.
Rapper at the Dome was a curious experience. Not what I'd call an intimate venue, even
if the dancing was on one of the small stages, outside a pub. But it worked and everyone
had a chance to 'do' the Dome . And, yes, it is worth visiting.
As was the whole weekend - Thrales did a great job - except for picking the wrong date.

Sword Spectacular

And then we got to the end of May and to Whitby for the third Sword Spectacular
weekend. This is a biennial event, and this year it was called the "World Millennium
Sword Spectacular" . The 'world' can't be argued with (wait till you hear where the
teams came from), nor the 'sword ' or 'spectacular', but ' millennium'? Sorry, I'd better
stop there, as I've promised often enough not to bore people rigid with my views on
when the next millennium really starts.
This time, I was still a watcher but at least one more from Insword, Jill Griffiths, was
there as well. The list of participating teams was so long, it was almost daunting for
those of us who wanted to see them all. Not only about 30 British teams, but 12 from
the rest of the world: Basques, Czechs, Belgium, Italy, Norway, Austria, Germany and
the USA

There's no way I can mention all the teams, so I'll just cover some of the highlights.
From the foreign teams, these included: thrilling precision flag waving and a curious stick
and hoop dance from one of the Belgian teams; a great deal of fun, a brass band and two
odd characters who insisted on drawing on the audience from one of the Czech teams;

fast, fascinating, flash high-school rapper from one of the American teams; and
innovative, lifting, joyful longsword from the other American team
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And then there were the British . The teams varied in age from Flamborough
Longsword, who had been around for many years by the time Sharp found them in 1907,
to Mr Leslie's Banbury Rapper , less than a year old. Flamborough are one of those
teams which if you haven 't seen them , you must. This traditional team is rarely seen
outside their own village, and they were the subject of one of an excellent series of talks
at the morning conference sessions.
Somehow the organisers had managed to squash talks and workshops into a well-packed
programme . And I'm glad they did - I especially enjoyed Phil Heaton 's exploration of
the social history of rapper , Ivor Allsop's fresh look at Cecil Sharp, and Richard Traves'
glimpse of Flamborough ' s history . All well worth getting up early for .
Plus the workshops - Jill and I enjoyed watching the stick and hoop dance workshop
(there was only one hoop so numbers were limited) and throwing ourselves into the
rapper workshop. This was the 'Zen Art of Rappering ', an experience not to be missed,
with Phil Heaton . He included his descriptions of the different dance positions in a
rapper set. For instance , I was number 5 in the set, described by Phil as the anchor, who
keeps the set in the right place and knows the way to the pub. Some might say that that
was at least partly typecasting ...
The weekend finished with a Bank Holiday Monday visit to Goathland and Beck Hole.
Goathland was just stuffed full of tourists , presumably mostly fans of Heartbeat , which is
filmed there . We unfortunatel y couldn 't make it to Beck Hole , which must have just
been stuffed full of rapper dancers , musos and groupies , as it's a tiny, tiny, tiny village
which happens to have one of the best pubs around, home of the Goathland Plough
Stots. I managed to get there at the last Sword Spectacular, and a very good time was
had by all.
For both these events, you do sometimes wonder why the organisers do it, but you are
glad that they do. Writing this has reminded me of how enjoyable both these events
were, and not just for the bits that I have been able to tell you about here . The sword
scene, especially rapper , is thriving . And that's not just because old morris dancers like
me are turning to rapper because their legs will last longer. It's friendly, fun,
challenging, and getting better all the time .
S CIiiy

WeC1V-in9
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COMING SOON
For the musicians among you - have you heard about Dave Townsend's ''Hands on
Music" weekends Concertinas at Witney
Fiddles at Witney
Melodeons at Witney
Stings & Bows at Witney
Accordians at Witney
Winds at Witney
Welcome to Heaven

23 -24 September20D0
7 - 8 October 2000
18 - 19 November 2000
3 - 4 February 2001
17 - 18 February 2001
3 -4 March 2001
10- 11 March 2001

Contact them for further details at:
P.O. Box 1162
East Oxford D .0.

OX44WS
Tel:
01865 714778
Fax
01865 749428
e-mail: homweekend@aol.com

Also had news of Mike Raven's Internet magazine - "freefolk.com"

who haven't already found it.
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LETTERSPAGE
On playing for the Morris
can't read music. Why? It is so much
quicker to learn it if you can see it
Took me years to learn the dots but it
is well worth the effort .

I have often wondered how one
memorises tunes. Now at 87 years old
and still pumping away, I can play from
memory hundreds of tunes - Morris ,
Songs, Country dances . Once I have
memorised a tune it is there for good .
One of Kemps Men wrote on my
Christmas card, "It is ironic that we
rely on you to remember all the tunes".

Nigel Wimhurst and I appeared on
BBC ' s ''Look East" ( 16th March 2000)
performing a version of Kemps Jig in
Norwich's Cathedral Close . It was in
conjunction with an exhibition of
Norwich
Record
Office
commemorating Will Kemp 's 400 th
Anniversary.

I like to keep a particular variant to its
"own" dance; for example, we have all
the different "Princess Royal"s . But
how does the memorising and recall
process work? Naturally sometimes I
forget; once at a weekend away, a side,
sans musician, asked me to play
Adderbury, ''Rory I'More". Couldn't
think of the tune but, knowing the
dance, I made one up as I went along.
I often wonder if they noticed.

Best wishes
''N orris the Morris"
aka Norris Winstone

Words and their meanings ..
Came across this in a dictionary;
"Aleatory Music: each performance is
dictated
by
chance
elements"
Definition for Morris Musicians at a
Massed Display? More honoured m
the breaches than the observance I

Nowadays it takes me a day or two
longer to memorise. I am at a loss to
understand people who boast that they

Norris Winstone
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